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ABOUT THE GUIDANCE COLLECTION

Digital Reviews have been a work in progress
for several years. There have been various
documents and training giving guidance on
paper Reviews, digital expectations, cross
cutting themes and quality checking. All have
been created and distributed in isolation, to
separate groups of people. The aim of this
Collection is to give clarity, consistency, and
transparency to all.
Digital Reviews will become a mandatory requirement from
January 2020. Be ready for it.

July 2019
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Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS
BUSINESS SUPPORT STAFF
MANAGERS
SENIOR MANAGERS

What is a Review?

Welsh Government and Estyn Requirements

Progress: what can the learner do today that they couldn’t do before?

Estyn say learners must regularly review their own learning, understand their progress and be involved in setting
their own learning targets. Estyn expect us to cover many areas as part of the learning programme (e.g. wellbeing,
Prevent, Welsh in the Workplace) but do not specify that we must include them within a progress Review.
Welsh Government say we must review each learner’s progress as often as necessary. As a minimum, learners shall
have their progress reviewed at intervals of no greater than 61 calendar days (Apprenticeships) or 31 calendar days
(Traineeships). Below is what Welsh Government expect from a Review (paraphrased from section D19-20, K15-21
and PAGS Guidance Annex D from the Welsh Government Programme Specification)

Review Environment
We must ensure that the Review:
• only takes place when a learner is in attendance, in person or virtually, at either the learner’s designated
place of learning or the employer/work placement provider’s premises
• takes place in an appropriate environment, away from the pressures of the workplace
• has enough time for proper discussion
• involves the learner, training provider and the employer or, where applicable, work placement provider

Review Content AND WHERE IT’S CAPTURED
Every Review must include:
• actions agreed at the previous meeting UPDATE PLAN
• progress towards achieving the individual learning plan, this should also include explanations for poor
progress if applicable UPDATE PLAN / EDIT APPOINTMENT NOTES
• details of assessments undertaken UPDATE PLAN
• progress towards qualifications (if appropriate) UPDATE PLAN
• identification of any obstacles to completing the programme and the support offered to address EDIT
APPOINTMENT NOTES
• clear progression from one review record to the next in terms of actions agreed and follow up UPDATE PLAN
• agreed forward plan of learning for the period to the next Review UPDATE PLAN
• any agreed amendments to the individual learning plan EDIT APPOINTMENT NOTES / CHOC ENTRY
• comments from the learner, provider and employer or, where applicable, work placement provider NOTES FEEDBACK
• agreement of the date, place and time of the next Review PLANNED VISIT
• Traineeships only: progress and distance travelled in relation to ‘soft skills’ such as confidence, self-esteem,
motivation, ability to co-operate, self-discipline and wellbeing UPDATE PLAN – TRAINEESHIP OBJECTIVE TBC
The record of the Review shall include confirmation that the Review took place with authentication by the learner,
the provider and, where applicable, the employer/work placement provider NOTES – FEEDBACK / EMPLOYER FORM /
EMAIL

•

•

There may be occasions where it is not possible for the employer to authenticate the Progress Review. In
such circumstances, the lack of an employer authentication would not invalidate the Review or any monthly
delivery payment. However, persistent and/or repeated absence of employer authentication on Progress
Reviews may result in recovery of funds.
We do not need employer’s authentication for a Review where a learner undertakes off the job training on a
full-time block release basis if the period is expected to exceed 10 consecutive weeks.

What is a Review? WG and Estyn Requirements
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Useful for:
MANAGERS
SENIOR MANAGERS

Digital Review Operational Policy
Minimum Standards and Digital Authentication

Minimum Standards for Apprentices Reviews
All providers will adopt digital Reviews for apprentices by January 2020 at the latest
 Apprentices shall have their progress reviewed at intervals of no greater than 61 calendar days
Digital Reviews will include:
 Progress review and target setting for achievement of qualifications
 Traffic Light status update
 Reviewer feedback and authentication
 Learner feedback and authentication
 Employer feedback and authentication
 Feedback to employers
At least every 61 days (either at review or alternative such as ESQ session or assessment):
 Progress review and target setting to improve Literacy, Numeracy and Digital Literacy
 Progress review and target setting to improve Welsh skills in the workplace, using the appropriate objective

Digital Authentication Requirements for Reviews
LEARNER AUTHENTICATION
How a learner authenticates a
Review

Timeframe for
authentication

Minimum
of Reviews

By leaving Learner Feedback on
the Review using their e-track login

On the day of
Review

97%

By leaving Learner Feedback on
the Review using their e-track login

Within 3
working days

100%

Rationale
Learners should authenticate Reviews
digitally in real time – 3% tolerance given
where no devices allowed on site or no
internet connection (Wi-Fi or mobile)
Learners can login to e-track at the next
practical opportunity to authenticate that
it took place

PRACTITIONER AUTHENTICATION
How a practitioner authenticates a
Review

Timeframe for
authentication

Minimum
of Reviews

By leaving Review Feedback on the
Review using their e-track login

On the day of
Review

97%

By leaving Review Feedback on the
Review using their e-track login

Within 3
working days

100%

Rationale
Practitioners should authenticate Reviews
digitally in real time – 3% tolerance given
where no devices allowed on site or no
internet connection (Wi-Fi or mobile)
Practitioners can login to e-track at the
next practical opportunity to authenticate
that it took place

Note: a paper-based Review Form is available for use where necessary. Notes, progress and targets should be transferred to e-track within
one week of the Review, and the paper copy scanned. Paper copies can be destroyed once scanned as authentication remains ‘born digital’.
B-wbl Digital Review Operational Policy v1 valid from July 2019
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EMPLOYER AUTHENTICATION
How the employer authenticates a
Review

Timeframe for
authentication

By commenting, signing and
dating an Employer Feedback –
Digital Review form

Signed & dated
on the day
Uploaded within
3 working days

OR
By emailing a comment using the
email address (or email domain for
larger companies) recorded against
the employer details

e-mail dated
within 10
working days
Uploaded within
13 working days

Target of
Reviews

Rationale

Employers should be involved in their
learner’s Review, however the nature of
some workplaces and structures mean
97%
that it is not always possible to obtain
At least every comment during the review. In this case
other Review an email should be sent to the employer
must have
with a progress update, requesting a reply
employer
with the employer’s comment (see below).
authentication
3% tolerance is given for where
employer’s do not reply within the
authentication timeframe.

Note: The Programme Specification states “There may be occasions where it is not possible for the employer to authenticate the Progress
Review. In such circumstances, the lack of an employer authentication would not invalidate the Review or any monthly delivery payment.
However, persistent and/or repeated absence of employer authentication on Progress Reviews may result in recovery of funds”

EMPLOYER INVOLVEMENT EVIDENCE
How the practitioner evidences
that they involve employers in
Reviews
Employer authentication as
detailed above
OR
By emailing a progress update to
the employer

Timeframe for
evidence
Within required
timeframes
e-mail dated
and uploaded
within 3
working days

B-wbl Digital Review Operational Policy v1 valid from July 2019

Minimum
of Reviews

100%
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of their learner’s progress throughout the
learning programme and involve them in
the Review process as much as possible (as
above)
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How to Record a Digital Review

See the Digital Reviews – Operational Policy for authentication rules

Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS
MANAGERS

Record Digital Reviews in e-track. Open the planned visit in the diary and work through the tabs within that visit.
See User Guide for full instructions.
1.

EDIT APPOINTMENT details
1.1. Enter the actual date and time the
review is taking place
1.2. Record the outcome as Completed (or Completed – Bilingually/Welsh)
1.3. Enter notes in the text box
•
This is general notes, not specific progress or targets against the ILP
•
Areas that could be included here IF RELEVENT: barriers to progress, support needs, wellbeing, H&S,
E&D, safeguarding, prevent

2.

UPDATE PLAN for the Learning and Assessment Plan
2.1. Update the progress against targets previously set (this does not affect progress percentage)
•
If not completed, write notes to explain why and revise the target date
•
If completed, write notes and mark as complete
2.2. Set new targets and target dates as appropriate
•
Targets can be set at objective, unit and outcome level
•
Targets must be set for qualifications, including ESQs
•
Appropriate targets must be set for WEST (Skills Scans and activities) and Welsh objectives

3.

ADD/UPDATE EVIDENCE if you have gathered any during the visit
3.1. Attach the evidence (if there are multiple types of evidence then upload and record each type separately)
3.2. Record the evidence type
3.3. Tick the units and criteria the evidence maps to (this does affect progress percentage)
3.4. Repeat as necessary

4.
5.

View the impact this evidence has made to PROGRESS rates
Leave Review Feedback via the NOTES tab
5.1. Record comments on the learner’s progress (this is username, time and date stamped – authentication that
replaces the assessor signature and date on paperwork)
•
Feedback will appear on the learner’s home page
•
You can also set it to send as an e-track message, require follow up and attach a file

Get the learner to log in to e-track and leave Learner Feedback via the NOTES tab of the Review Visit (this is
username, time and date stamped – authentication that replaces the learner’s signature and date on paperwork)
7. Employer Feedback has two options depending on whether the employer is present at the Review
a) If the employer is present:
• Get the employer to complete the Employer Feedback Form to give a comment, signature and date
6.

• Take a photo of the form and upload as a file on the
EDIT APPOINTMENT tab
• Return the hard copy form to the office for filing (wet signatures must be held in paper format for audit)
b) If the employer is NOT present:
• Email the employer with a progress update, asking the employer to reply with a comment
EDIT APPOINTMENT tab
• Save the employer’s reply email and upload as a file on the
c) In the future, we will have an option for the employer to have their own log in to e-track – this is not yet
available
8. Set the date and time of the next Review by creating/amending a new/planned Review visit
• Send this as an iCal appointment to your and the learner’s calendars so they don’t forget
9.

Update the TRAFFIC LIGHT status for the learner (if appropriate, you can do this in discussion with the learner)

How to Record a Digital Review
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How to Record a Digital Review
Cancellations and No Shows

Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS
MANAGERS

If a review has been planned but is cancelled for any reason (including the learner not being there/available
when you arrive) this must be recorded.
This is your evidence that you put plans in place to meet within 61 days but due to specific circumstances, it was
not possible. It tells the story of what actions have been taken and a picture of learners or employers who may
regularly cancel.
Record cancellations against the planned visit in the diary in e-track. See User Guide for full instructions.

Record the Cancellation
1.

EDIT APPOINTMENT details
1.1. Leave the planned date as it is
1.2. Enter the actual date and time the review was cancelled (this will give a picture of how much notice was
given)
1.3. Select the appropriate outcome from the list:
•
No show
•
Cancelled by Learner
•
Cancelled by Employer
•
Cancelled by Assessor
1.4. Enter notes in the text box to explain how the visit was cancelled and briefly what was discussed (bear in
mind the learner will have access to what is written)

Set a new date and time
2. Plan a new date for the Review for as soon as possible – if possible, plan this for within 61 days of the last review
• Send this as an iCal appointment to your and the learner’s calendars so they don’t forget

Update the traffic light
3.

If the cancellation means that the next review will be overdue or if there have been multiple cancellations
then update the TRAFFIC LIGHT status to amber or red (depending on the severity) and make a note
• The traffic light and note will show in reports used to monitor overdue Reviews – this will immediately let
managers know why the Review is overdue and that you have plans to complete it as soon as possible

How to Record a Digital Review – Cancellations and No Shows
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Quality and Compliance Checks
for Digital Reviews

Useful for:
BUSINESS SUPPORT STAFF
MANAGERS

Establish what should be checked, and by whom
As an organisation you should have a strategy for quality and compliance checks on Reviews.
Things to consider:
• Who should carry out the checks? Can it be at administrator level, or does it need to be a manager?
• What will the frequency of checks be?
• Will there be different levels of checks? A quick check on authentication or a full check on target setting?
• Will checks be on a risk basis? Will new staff (or those new to digital) have more checks?
• How should feedback be acted on? Will it be discussed in one-to-ones?
As a minimum:
• the first 20 digital Reviews completed by each member of staff should have a full check
• two Reviews per month for each member of staff should have a full check
• Full checks should be recorded against the visit on Maytas with feedback where required

Identify Digital Reviews to Check
All Reviews (paper based and digital) that have not been checked can be viewed in the Maytas report ‘Reviews –
Quality Check Required’. From here you can identify Reviews to quality check by assessor, or by month/week.
•
•

Parameters: Review Dates between, Assessor
Fields: Assessor, learner, visit type, planned date, actual date, outcome

Reviews that have had digital authentication by assessor or learner as listed in ‘Digital Review Authentication’
• Parameters: Review Dates between, Assessor, quality checked
• Fields: Assessor, learner, visit type, planned date, actual date, outcome, feedback date, feedback type,
notes, left by (learner or reviewer username)

Recommended Checks to Make
As an organisation you may want to carry out the checks identified below – they are for guidance and can be added
to or amended to suit your needs.
Areas to be logged into for checks to be made:
• e-track – learner record – relevant visit (checker will need a manager/IQA level log in)
• Maytas – Reports - Digital Review Authentication
• Maytas – learner record – Diary - relevant visit – Quality Check tab
• Maytas – learner record – Diary – next visit
Section
Assessor Name

Checks
Has the assessor been signed off for Digital Reviews?

Actual date and time
Outcome
Notes in the text box

accuracy
accuracy of bilingual/Welsh status
If learner is making slow progress, does it detail barriers, support needs etc.?
Is there appropriate reference to H&S, E&D, safeguarding, prevent etc.?
Has the employer’s comment been uploaded? Target of 97%
• Employer Review Form – is there a comment, signature and date?
o Has it been uploaded within 3 days?
• e-mail – is there a comment, e-mail address and date?
o Has it been uploaded within 13 days?

e-track Review Visit
EDIT APPOINTMENT

Attached files
Employer Feedback

Quality and Compliance Checks for Digital Reviews
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UPDATE PLAN
Progress against
targets
New targets

If no employer comment:
• Has feedback on learner progress been sent?
o Has sent email been uploaded within 3 days?
• Did the last Review for this learner have employer feedback?

- Learning and Assessment Plan

Has the learner made progress against qualification targets since the last Review?
(including ESQs if included in framework)
Has the learner made progress against WEST and Welsh objectives since the last
Review?
Have appropriate SMART targets been set against qualifications?
Have appropriate SMART targets been set against WEST and Welsh objectives
since last review?

NOTES – Assessor and Learner Comments

Review Feedback
Learner Feedback

Has assessor made an appropriate comment on the learner’s progress?
Has the learner made a comment on their progress?

e-track Learner Main Page
Traffic Light
Status

Has the traffic light status been updated at this Review?
If Red, Amber or changed since last status – has an appropriate comment been
made to explain status?

Maytas Report
DIGITAL REVIEW AUTHENTICATION – Assessor and Learner Authentication
Review Feedback

Learner Feedback

Is this dated on the actual day of review? 97% target
If not, is it dated within 3 working days of review? 100% target
Is this dated on the actual day of review? 97% target
If not, is it dated within 3 working days of review? 100% target

Maytas Learner Diary
Next Review

Is there another Review planned within 61 days of this one?

Record the Review as Checked and Leave Feedback
Go to the learner in Maytas and open the relevant Review visit diary entry. Go to the Quality Check tab. The learner
is unable to view this tab or anything written in it.

Quality Check Completed and all OK?
Set the status to Yes – No action, click OK.

Quality Check Completed and not quite OK?
Set the status to Yes – Feedback Provided, write feedback in the box and click OK. Do not attach feedback as a
document as the learner can view this.
As the review has already taken place, we can’t give feedback that says something needs to be changed or added
that didn’t happen at the time. Feedback should focus on what can be done to improve in the future, either for this
learner or for Reviews in general. If a specific action is required, for example a certificate copy is needed as evidence
or the employer needs to be sent a progress update, then this can be also be raised as a separate Action in the diary.
Quality and Compliance Checks for Digital Reviews
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WEST Target Setting Guidance

Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS
MANAGERS

Why set targets for WEST?
It is our duty to improve learners’ literacy, numeracy and digital literacy skills while they are on a Welsh Government
funded learning programme. All learners will have diverse abilities, needs and expectations within their job role.
As part of the individual learning plan (ILP) learners complete an Initial Assessment using WEST to show areas for
development and we set relevant goals for improvement for the duration of the learning programme. Short term
targets must be set throughout the programme to achieve these goals. These targets don’t have to use WEST
resources if there are more relevant alternatives, but we should use WEST skill scans to show the progress learners
are making.

But my learner already has proxies for the Essential Skills Qualifications…
We must upskill learners, regardless of proxies. If a learner’s WEST assessment finds that they are at or above
the ESQ level needed, then we should continue to set targets for improvement in any of the lower scoring
areas. Where appropriate, we should look to enrol the learner on a higher level ESQ. If a learner’s WEST
assessment finds that they are below the required level, Welsh Government say that we MUST address the
learner’s needs.

But my learner is already having ESQ sessions with another member of staff…
The review process must show the progress learners are making towards all parts of their programme including
improving their skills. Target setting ensures that learners are supported to improve low scoring areas in their
Initial Assessments. In the best cases, targets set at Review links to the work learners are doing in ESQ sessions
to help them improve any areas they need to address to pass their ESQs.

But the WEST resources aren’t relevant to my subject area…
WEST targets don’t have to link to WEST specific activities or resources. If you have appropriate, alternative
resources then set targets for the learner to work through those and use WEST for the Skill Scans to show the
progress the learner has made because of whatever resources they have been working on. If the skills are
naturally embedded within the vocational qualification, then that’s even better – simply set the learner targets
to complete the Skill Scans on WEST. Make sure the focus stays on the areas that the learner has the furthest to
improve.

Where to record targets on e-track
All learners should have the WEST objectives attached to their learning programme on e-track. They are not
weighted so will not affect the learner’s progress percentage. Targets can be set, updated and completed via the
Learning and Assessment Plan on the UPDATE PLAN tab in the same way as the qualifications.

Objectives:
700_0000_1
700_0000_2
700_0000_3
700_0000_4

WEST Targets – Numeracy
WEST Targets – Communication
WEST Targets – Digital Literacy
WEST Targedau – Cyfathrebu (Welsh Language Communication)

Each objective has individual criteria for the breakdown within WEST (e.g. Numeracy – Ratios)

Examples of targets
•
•
•
•
•

Numeracy – Shape, Space and Position | Do WEST activity for Tessellation | by next Review
Digital Literacy – Digital Productivity | Complete all WEST activities for this area | by ESQ session
Communication – Read and Understand Words | ‘Check your skills’ on WEST | by next Review
Communication – Use Correct Grammar | Complete workbook emailed to you | by ESQ session
Numeracy – Measures Money & Time | Convert all pipe measurements from metric to imperial |by Review

WEST Target Setting Guidance
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Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS
MANAGERS

Welsh in Workplace
Target Setting Guidance
Why set targets for Welsh?

We are required to develop the Welsh Language Skills of all work-based learners throughout the duration of their
learning programme, whether they are non-Welsh speaking or fluent Welsh speaking learners. The focus is on
developing Welsh language as a workplace skill, enabling learners to actively contribute to promoting/increasing the
use of the language in the working environment, in line with Welsh Government’s Cymraeg 2050: A million Welsh
speakers’ strategy.

How do we decide on relevant targets?
THE WELSH LANGUAGE TASK AND FINISH GROUP DEVELOPED A NEW STRATEGY TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY
AND IMPACT OF WELSH TARGETS SET AT REVIEWS. THE AIM WAS TO SUPPORT PRACTITIONERS WITH SETTING
MEANINGFUL TARGETS AT AN APPROPRIATE LEVEL, ACTIVELY ENCOURAGING ALL LEARNERS TO USE AND
IMPROVE THEIR WELSH LANGUAGE AS AN EMPLOYABILITY SKILL.

As part of the enrolment process learners will identify their abilities in Welsh (fluency and highest Welsh
qualification). In the individual learning plan (ILP) we set a relevant goal (objective) for improvement for the
duration of the learning programme. Three ability levels of objective are available and have appropriate ‘units’ to
set short term targets and record progress against at every Review. See next page for breakdown of objectives

Where to record targets on e-track
All learners should have a relevant Welsh objective attached to their learning programme on e-track (you can add
this yourself if it’s not there already). It is not weighted so will not affect the learner’s progress percentage. Targets
can be set, updated and completed via the Learning and Assessment Plan on the UPDATE PLAN tab in exactly the
same way as the qualifications.

Examples of targets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn 5 words/phrases from https://cymraeg.gov.wales/business/business/Businessvocab
Complete ‘Greet 1’ to level 3 on the Duolingo app
Use the Gofalu Trwy’r Gymraeg (Caring through Welsh) app to learn body parts in Welsh (Care Sector)
Answer the phone with a bilingual greeting
Create a prompt for team members to use for answering the phone bilingually
Prepare for the next professional discussion to be done in Welsh
Learn how to ask clients if they would like a drink in Welsh

Links to useful websites which support Welsh language skills development
Welcome to Wales, Welcome to Welsh – Why Welsh, How to learn

English

Cymraeg

Welsh in the Workplace: The Benefits of Welsh in the Workplace

English

Cymraeg

Welsh in Business: How do I use Welsh in Business, Why use Welsh in Business, Business
Vocabulary, 8 Quick Wins

English

Cymraeg

Building Confidence (video clip for those who have not used Welsh for a while – since leaving
school perhaps – and lack confidence in using Welsh)

English

Cymraeg

My Experience: Inspiring personal stories about learning and living in Welsh

English

Cymraeg

Dictionaries and Tools to support Welsh language skills development

English

Cymraeg

Apps – list of Welsh language and bilingual Apps available to help live, learn and enjoy in Welsh

English

Cymraeg

Sgiliaith - This organisation offers training to colleges and training provides and has produced a
range of resources you can use with learners.
Course Resources: This link is to a range of course resources which includes useful feedback
terms use can use with learners or in their written work and reviews
Cymraeg Gwaith/Work Welsh: offer free 10-hour online courses for both learners and staff
Welsh in Workplace Target Setting Guidance
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Ability Level Welsh Objectives and the ‘Units’ for Target Setting
OBJECTIVE TITLE

‘UNITS’ FOR TARGETS TO BE SET AGAINST

LEARN BASIC WELSH MEET AND GREET PHRASES FOR USE IN THE WORKPLACE
Mod Code: 700_0000_8

Learner is not a Welsh
speaker

Greetings at various times of the day
Introducing yourself and asking who and how you are
Courtesy phrases and offering to help
Asking for name, address and phone number
Answering the phone
Asking for work related items
Numbers/prices
Simple directions/ instructions
Basic health and safety signs
Parts of the body
• Colours and shapes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEARN EXTENDED VOCABULARY AND PHRASES FOR USE IN THE WORKPLACE
ModCode: 700_0000_10

Learner is a Non-Fluent
Welsh speaker

Introducing yourself and asking who and how you are
Courtesy phrases and offering to help
Asking for name, address and phone number
Answering the phone and diverting calls
Asking for work related items
Asking and responding to questions relating to food and drink needs
Asking and responding to questions relating to prices and times
• Create a glossary of useful vocational terminology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROMOTE THE USE OF WELSH IN THE WORKPLACE
ModCode: 700_0000_11

Learner is a Fluent Welsh
speaker

Use your Welsh skills to improve your customers’ experiences
Create a glossary of technical unit-based vocabulary
Complete WEST literacy in Welsh
Complete practical assessments and observations in Welsh
Complete some or all of your written tasks in Welsh
Complete some or all of your underpinning knowledge questions in
Welsh
• Create a work-related product in Welsh to improve customers or
colleagues’ experiences
• Develop Welsh language prompts for other staff to use and improve
customers’ experiences
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Welsh in Workplace Target Setting Guidance
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Identifying Learners’ Risk Status
Traffic Lights

Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS
MANAGERS

Staff must assess risk at every Review by confirming;
1. Learners are still happy with their choice of programme
2. Learners understand their ILP and the plan for their training and assessments
3. Learners are comfortable in the workplace and at their training provider
4. If there is anything more we need to do to help the learner to settle in and enable progress
E-track and the digital Review gives the opportunity to any show concerns through the traffic light process. Staff
should give a rating for all learners at every Review, so teams can monitor progress concerns.

RAG rating learners in e-track
Examples of when to use green, amber and red traffic lights:
•

AMBER

•
•
•

Staff should monitor amber learners regularly until they are confidently moved to green. If an amber learner
has made Insufficient progress in any areas, they should be moved to red.
• Some concerns or an inconsistent pattern of attendance has been raised at either their work place or at
their training provider
• Progress is mostly on target and shows the learner is capable of achieving their programme. Reasons
for poor progress must be explored to ensure targets and support reduces the risk of them not
achieving
• There is a barrier identified that affects them achieving targets set at progress meetings
• There is a concern about ESQ achievement or attendance to workshops
• The learner shows a clear motivation to learn and progress

RED

GREEN

•
•

There are no concerns about attendance at both the workplace and at the training provider confirmed
by staff and the employer
A consistent pattern of punctuality is clear, confirmed by staff and the employer
The learner is on target with all elements of their programme and progress on completing/uploading
work is good and confirmed by all staff involved in the ILP
The learner shows clear motivation to learn new things
The learner is on track to complete their framework on time
The learner has confirmed that;
 They are still happy with their choice of programme
 They are still comfortable at their workplace and in the training provider
 There is nothing we need to do to give additional support
 There circumstances have not changed which could affect their progress in their learning

A learner may be red for several reasons. This may be in relation to their programme or their overall
conduct at work or during off the job training
• There is poor evidence of attendance at the work place or at the training provider
• Persistent lateness
• Disruptive behaviour at work or at the training provider
• Little or no engagement or motivation is clear in their learning
• Progress is slow for either a known or unknown reason against their targets
• Lack of work is being completed/uploaded
• There is a change of workplace, employer or job
• Their personal circumstances may be causing concern
• They have been identified as needing additional support

Traffic Lights – Identifying Learners’ Risk Status
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Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS

e-track User Guide

Reviews/Assessments
This is a guide showing how reviews and assessments are recorded within e-track

To record a review/assessment on e-track, simply open the planned visit in the diary and work through the tabs
within that visit.
In the diary choose the visit that you want to update by clicking on it:

On the first EDIT APPOINTMENT
tab, enter the actual details of
the visit i.e. actual date and time,
outcome and any notes that are
relevant.

You can also attach a file that may be relevant to the learner’s programme or progress but not necessarily required as
part of the portfolio evidence.
Click Select file(s) and browse for the file

e-track User Guide | Reviews/Assessments v1.2
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You can add additional files by clicking
on Select Another File, then click
Upload to upload the file(s) to the visit
Click on the UPDATE PLAN tab
Here you can update the Learning and Assessment Plan by setting SMART unit specific targets and updating the
progress made towards these targets. You can tick the Show Completed Items box to show previous targets which have
since been marked as completed

Targets which are overdue show with a
red ! symbol, those which are in
progress have a blue i symbol and
those which are complete have a
green  symbol

e-track User Guide | Reviews/Assessments v1.2
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To update the progress within a target, click on the target itself. Click More to expand the target details.

You can update the Status to reflect when/if the learner has made any progress towards this plan and any necessary
Progress Notes.
If the plan has been completed you can tick the Completed box, or if there is still work to be completed, you can revise
the target date.
Click Save to save your changes.

You can repeat this for as many
plans/targets as necessary

To add a new target, click on a unit or click Add. In the Notes section, add your SMART targets for the learner to
complete.
Enter a Target date that the learner should complete this by. Click Save to save it to the plan.
Learners will be able to go into a visit within e-track and view their Learning and Assessment Plan and the targets that sit
within it.

e-track User Guide | Reviews/Assessments v1.2
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Click on the ADD/UPDATE EVIDENCE tab to upload evidence that the learners has provided to you or that you have
gathered during the visit. Click on Click to attach evidence

e-track User Guide | Reviews/Assessments v1.2
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Click Select File and browse for the file you want.

Choose an evidence type
and tick the units and
criteria that this evidence
maps to

You can add another file by selecting Add New File in the drop down menu and repeat this process as many times as
necessary.
When you have
finished adding
evidence, click Save to
save your changes.
e-track User Guide | Reviews/Assessments v1.2
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By clicking on the Progress tab
you can review how the
evidence that you have
uploaded today has affected
the learner’s progress and
Projected Completion Date.

You can then click the NOTES tab and then Review Feedback to provide the learner with feedback. This feedback will
appear on their home page.

You can tick the Send web
message box to also send
this feedback in the form of
an e-track message

Ticking the Require follow up within
box will encourage them to reply to
you within a certain amount of time

To attach files to the feedback, for example if you want to send your learner a workbook to complete, tick the Attach
file box and then Select file. Browse for the file and attach it. Click Save to save your visit

e-track User Guide | Reviews/Assessments v1.2
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When a learner then logs in to e-track, they can go to that visit in the diary, select the Notes tab, click Add and add their
feedback. The learner can log in and do this while you are with them.

e-track User Guide | Reviews/Assessments v1.2
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Employer Feedback
Digital Record of Review

Note: this form can only be used when an employer is present at the learner’s Review and a scan/photo must be uploaded
to the visit in e-track within 48 hours of the Review taking place. The hard copy must be kept on file.
Learner name

Learner Identifier LN02

Employer/work
Placement

Employer Identifier

EMPLOYER/WORK PLACEMENT SUPERVISOR comment on progress

 I confirm that I have been involved in the Progress Review had the opportunity to discuss my satisfaction with the
learning arrangements in place and the level of co-operation and support provided by the other parties.

EMPLOYER/WORK PLACEMENT SUPERVISOR to complete
Name
Date

Signature

 I confirm that I have discussed with the employer the progress the learner is making, and the targets set to achieve
the learning programme.

ASSESSOR/TRAINING ADVISOR to complete
Name
Date

Signature

PW007 Employer Feedback - Digital Review 2019/20 v1
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This form is also available in Welsh
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From Paper to Digital Review - where does it all go?

for those wanting to see how each section of the 2018/19 paperwork is
replaced by e-track – see guidance for how to complete a digital Review
The digital Review is completed using a Visit in e-track

Useful for:
PRACTITIONERS
BUSINESS SUPPORT STAFF
MANAGERS

The learner’s record has all
this information in already so
there is no need to record this
again

The Review Visit
will have this
information –
actual date can
be set on EDIT
APPOINTMENT
The next Review
Visit should
have this
information
The Learning and Assessment Plan on the UPDATE PLAN tab is where
narrative of progress against targets is recorded, for each
qualification/objective. This can be at objective, unit and outcome
level
All assessments and visits recorded will log the ongoing progress the
learner is making

See next page for recording Literacy, Numeracy and Digital Literacy progress

From Paper to Digital Review – where does it all go?
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Literacy (in English and/or Welsh), Numeracy and Digital Literacy progress should be
demonstrated in WEST with Skills Checks. The WEST Target objectives should also be used via
the Learning and Assessment Plan.

Welsh Language in the Workplace is now the key focus

Any discussions on key areas such as H&S, prevent, safeguarding, E&D etc. can be
recorded in the notes box on the EDIT APPOINTMENT tab of the Review Visit

NOT REQUIRED
If the employer is present at the review they can complete the Employer Review
Form which should be uploaded to the Review and held as hard copy.
Learners should log into e-track to add their own Learner Feedback in the NOTES in the
Review Visit

The Welsh
Language in the
Workplace
objective should
be used via the
Learning and
Assessment Plan
to record targets
and progress
The Review can be
recorded as
‘Completed –
bilingually’ or
‘Completed –
Welsh’. Any Welsh
learning activity can
be recorded within
the notes box or
when marking that
target as complete
If the employer isn’t
present then email
with a progress
update asking them to
reply with a comment
and upload this reply
to the Review

General comments on progress and support should be recorded in the Review
Feedback in the NOTES of the Review Visit

See next
page

From Paper to Digital Review – where does it all go?
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The Learning and Assessment Plan is where targets should be
set for each relevant qualification/objective (including the
WEST Targets and Welsh Language). This can be at unit and
criteria level.

Amendments to the
Programme/
Learner information
should be raised
with a CHOC Visit
and notes can be
made in the visit
text box

e-track records the
time, date and user
name when the
learner logs in and
leaves Learner
Feedback – this
replaces the
signature and date
e-track records the
time, date and
username when the
assessor leaves
Review Feedback –
this replaces the
signature and date

The Employer
Review Form will
have a signature
and date, or an
email will have a
date and unique
email address

From Paper to Digital Review – where does it all go?
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